Introduction
Compression therapy for lymphedematous tissues is based on application of force per area of the affected limb. 1, 2 This applies to manual drainage, bandaging, stockings and intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC). The knowledge of hydromechanics of the edema fluid in tissues under compression is required for an efficient protocol of application of all these methods. The physical laws of tissue fluid movement are the same irrespective of the used methods. The conditions to be met for proximal movement of edema fluid are: level of exerted force to generate flow, timing sufficient to evacuate excess fluid, tonicity of skin and subcutaneous tissue (hydraulic conductivity). Moreover, sites of accumulation of edema fluid in the limb (distribution of soft tissues, subplantar and popliteal space, inguinal crease resistance) should be taken into account when applying local compression.
In compression procedures the externally applied force is disseminated according to the surface area and is resisted in epidermis by keratinocytes, basal membrane, blood capillaries and lymph in the subepidermal plexus and in dermis by elastic and collagen fibers, fibroblasts and adipocytes, blood vessels, and interstitial fluid between cells and fibers ( Figure 1) . Moreover, the tissue structure differs at various limb levels.
Aim
To measure the hydromechanics parameters in and under the compressed skin and visualize edema fluid mobilization.
Materials and Methods
Near infra-red indocyanine green (ICG, fluorescence level) and isotopic lymphographies (fluid location and flow, radioactivity level), in-tissue angio contrast medium distribution (tissue channels), and ultrasonography and MRI imaging ( 
Results
The following results can be summarized: i) tissue fluid pressures were lower than those applied by IPC device; ii) the higher the applied compression force the larger was flow volume; iii) skin stiffness (superficial tonometry) decreased mainly in the calf, whereas, subcutaneous tissue (deep tonometry) was observed at all limb levels; iv) skin water concentration (dielectric constant) was only insignificantly decreased but subcutaneous extracellular water (bioimpedance Ldex index, fluid movement force test) was effectively moved away to limb proximal regions; v) imaging tissue (edema) fluid flow pathways on lymphoscintigrams ( Figure 4 ) and real time flow on NIRF ICG video ( Figure 5 ) could be observed and was evaluated semi-quantitatively ( Figure 6 ). 
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Conclusions
Adjustment of compression parameters to tissue stiffness, fluid accumulation volumes, and fluid movement ability (hydraulic conductivity of tissues) at various limb levels is indispensable for effective therapy. 7 Redesigning of compression devices will be needed to enable applying differentiated compression pressures and prolonged timings at various limb levels. 
